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The Humor of Wife-Fearing in Republican-era Guangzhou Popular Culture
This paper documents the visions for marriage and gender roles in early twentieth century
China through the lens of the enduringly popular theme of shrewish wives and henpecked
husbands in 1920s and 1930s Guangzhou (a.k.a. Canton), a major metropolis of south China.
During this period, the city saw rapid urbanization and commercialization. Accompanying these
changes was the increasing presence of women in public space, as many lower-class women
entered service industries to satisfy the demands of the newly emerged middle class. The
evolving gender structure brought about discussions and representations of marital relations that
centered around issues of gender equality and individual freedom to marry and divorce. Among
these writings and visual arts, commentary and jokes on henpecking also figured prominently.
The parody of cowardly men and their fierce wives was nothing new, for it had been a wellloved theme throughout the history of Chinese literature. Nevertheless, its continual appearance
in Republican-era (1911-1949) Guangzhou deserves scholarly attention because of the changing
conceptions of gender and dynamics of modern matrimony, and the rise of popular media such as
newspapers, magazines, and advertisements, all of which continued to refresh and broaden the
appeal of such stories. These sources also allow us to detect the values, desires, and anxieties of
the local artists who drew materials from life in this modern city.
The following discussion will be divided into three parts. The first part draws attention to
the historical origins of henpecking stories in the late imperial period as a reflection of the
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prevailing Confucian gender ideals and other competing voices within this system.1 The second
section focuses on the new themes, genres, and expressions in the stories of henpecking in
modern China, particularly the case of Guangzhou, as a window onto evolving conceptions of
gender boundaries and conjugal relations in the Republican period. Since the majority of
henpecking stories in Republican Guangzhou still surround the conventional battle between a
philandering husband and his jealous wife, the third section takes them as a useful point of
departure for analyzing the social, legal, and ideological changes (or lack thereof) in the
institutions of polygamy and prostitution, both of which still constituted sources of tension in a
marriage during this period. I explore a range of visual and textual sources in which the
henpecking theme was featured, including cartoons, advertisements, short stories in newspapers,
and operatic scripts. Mindful of the vast differences in these genres, their authorship, intended
audiences, and circulation, I seek to illustrate the universal appeal of the henpecking trope with
the breadth of the materials inspected. In addition, the frequent use of Cantonese dialect in the
portrayals of henpecked husbands contributed to the humor of these stories and served to
circumscribe a community of Cantonese-reading insiders. Together, these stories constitute an
important part of the cultural landscape in Guangzhou, shedding light on the predilections,
sentiments, and ideologies of the authors and their readers on the local level.

How the Battle Began: Taming the Shrews in Late Imperial China
In the late imperial period, Confucian orthodoxy, which endorsed a patrilineal kinship
structure, separate gendered spheres, and feminine virtues of gentility and domesticity, defined
the parameters for men and women to conduct their family life, social activities, and labor. The
1
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Qing times, see Yenna Wu, The Chinese Virago: A Literary Theme, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia
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patrilineal tradition that had originated in the early imperial period prioritized kinship ties and
family interests over that of individuals and emphasized the procreation of sons through which
the family line and property would pass along. The preference for a male heir eventually made
way for concubinage, which was deemed necessary for patrilineal succession and permitted
when the principal wife was barren, even though in practice most male elites did not constrain
themselves to this reason for taking concubines.2 In addition, under the Confucian gender system,
women were expected to limit their sphere of activities within their family compound and
assume the domestic responsibilities of reproduction, childrearing, and household management,
all of which would keep their husbands worry-free and able to concentrate on outward pursuits,
such as moral cultivation through the classics and political governance.3 “Thrice Followings and
Four Virtues” (三從四德 sancong side), the dictum that admonished women to comply with
patriarchal figures and served their families with diligence, humility, and prudence, further
served to reinforce the gender hierarchy in familial and marriage relationships and inculcate the
values of female submission and domesticity.4
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The aforementioned Confucian gender mores perhaps explains the abundance of
domineering palace women and shrewish wife figures in biographies, historical records, and
literary works, since these women constituted a ready source of negative examples to educate
readers about standards for proper femininity. Fierce women were clearly considered a threat to
the male-dominated society, and one of their most common traits was their jealousy toward
concubines and maidservants favored by their husbands.5 A shrew in late imperial Chinese
literature was typically barren, making her objection to her husband’s access to other women
unjustifiable according to the Confucian patrilineal values. Besides strictly forbidding their
husbands to take a concubine or flirt with a maidservant, many would vent their anger on the
concubine or the maid with physical and verbal abuse.6 Others types of female transgressions,
such as bossiness, violence against the husband, and lack of filial piety toward parents-in-law,
were deemed even more intolerable. In the more extreme cases, epitomized by the infamous
heroine Xue Sujie in the fiction Tales of Marriage Destinies (醒世姻緣傳 Xingshi yinyuan
zhuan), the wives would order their spouses around like a servant, aggressively curse and beat
their husbands, and go out with other women without their husbands’ consent.7 Depictions of
such disrespectful attitudes and obnoxious behaviors were obviously inflated with a heavy
undertone of moral didacticism, but they nonetheless betrayed the overwhelming anxiety of male
writers toward potential breach of gender propriety, marital hierarchy, and harmony within a
family compound in the realities of everyday life.
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Not surprisingly, the husband also attracted criticism and mockery when he submitted to
his wife and failed to contain her overbearing spirit, not to mention violent acts. In the attempt to
save face and explain such an unnatural situation, late imperial commentators speculated on the
following reasons for a husband’s fear of his wife: infatuation with her physical beauty, reliance
on the wealth of the wife’s natal family or her control over household finances, or the wife’s
secure status in the family due to giving birth to a son.8 Precisely because a male head of the
family was vested with de facto power according to Confucian ethics, the phenomena of
henpecking and the absence of domestic peace signaled an overturn of marital hierarchy and the
blurring of inner and outer domains, thereby constituting a serious problem in the eyes of
moralists and a scandalous subject in countless literary works.9 This does not imply that
husbands were given unlimited freedom to do as they pleased, for Confucian classics also
stressed the importance of self-restraint in one’s moral cultivation and warned against men’s
excessive sexual lust.10 Moreover, in the Confucian conception, family was seen as a microcosm
of the state, in which a fierce and jealous wife was associated with a treacherous official, while
marital problems were used as a metaphor for greater chaos in the public realm.11 Based on these
grounds, ethical treatises and fiction both explicitly and implicitly attacked husbands’ obedience
to their wives and urged them to assume the moral responsibility of asserting their authority,
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overseeing their families, and maintaining proper gender boundaries to ensure social order. As a
result, the predominantly negative portrayals of female jealousy and criticism of weak, sexually
unrestrained husbands in the late imperial period set the tone for the henpecking stories in the
Republican period.

In the Name of Love: New Motifs in Henpecking Comedy in Republican Guangzhou
As China entered the twentieth century, the fascination with the phenomenon of
henpecking seems to have grown as seen in cartoons, newspaper and magazines articles, and
fiction; simultaneously, depictions of and underlying beliefs about matrimony and femininity
underwent significant changes. One of the most noticeable differences from what was found in
late imperial times was the reversal of gender roles, especially the division of labor between the
husband and the wife. The use of a language of love as a justification for female jealousy also
became increasingly common in the stories of dominant wives. This section explores the new
angles from which these stories were depicted and suggests that they were predicated on the new
discourses of gender equality, romantic love, monogamy, and the small family ideal.
Facing imminent foreign invasion and domestic crisis, intellectuals in Republican China
launched a full-scale attack on Confucianism and urged for a revolution in culture, literature,
gender relations, and other aspects of society in order to build a new nation.12 Launching what
would be known as the New Culture Movement (1915-24), these educated elites fervently
denounced the Confucian family system as a feudal institution that suppressed individual
12

Scholars have attributed the beginning of such intellectual dissatisfaction to the transitional late Qing period
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exemplified by the writer Wu Jianren’s The Sea of Regret) in Haiyan Lee, Revolution of the Heart: A Genealogy of
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happiness and freedom, both of which were key ingredients to national progress.13 Women, in
particular, were believed to have suffered under the cruel customs of Confucian patriarchy, such
as footbinding, concubinage, and the cult of female chastity.14 In order to save women from these
traditional bondages and turn them into modern citizens in service to a new, evolved Chinese
nation, they called not only for women’s equal rights with men to receive education and work
outside the home, but also for women’s acquirement of an independent selfhood.15 The New
Culturalists also promoted the small family (xiao jiating) ideal to free individual men and women
from the shackles of the traditional family system, including arranged marriage, concubinage,
parental tyranny, or a husband’s authority over his wife.16 These new ideological formations of
gender and family lay the background to understanding the changes in the henpecking theme in
the Republican period, especially the reversal of gender roles and the language of love.
The influence of the gender and family discourses of the New Culture era can be seen in
the theme of gender role inversion in the henpecking stories of Republican Guangzhou. In her
study of the imagery of the Chinese Modern Girl, Madeleine Dong argues that cartoon artists in
Shanghai often characterized the modern experience of urban men and women by the reversal of
power relations and gender roles.17 While women were often depicted in social settings, men in
these works often seemed to lead a routine, home-based lifestyle taking care of household chores
and worrying about expenses accrued by their wives.
The satire of the new ideology of spousal equality through gender role reversal also
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became a trademark of henpecking stories in the city of Guangzhou. For instance, in one
particular episode of a column in Guohua News featuring illustrated anecdotes, titled “The
Strategy of Controlling Husbands,” a young wife Mrs. Wu teaches her friend Mrs. Wang that the
best way to control her husband while going out is to keep the children at home and have him
take care of them (Figure 1). Although the text does not provide any information about the
women’s background, the artist Huang Huanniao 黃幻鳥 (dates unknown) drops subtle hints by
portraying them dressed in qipao with elaborate patterns and holding clutch purses. Together
with their fashionable hairstyles and makeup, these women’s outfits can be associated with the
image of the Modern Girl, who was typically a middle class urbanite “authentically or properly
Westernized in her appearance, behavior, education, and mentality.”18 This visual allusion was
consistent with the women’s conduct, since they had gone out of their houses, socialized in
public, and boldly displayed their desires to dominate their husbands. If their entry into the
public and subsequent obscuring of the traditional boundary between the inner and outer
domains were supported by the spirit of their age, it becomes rather ironic that Mrs. Wu uses the
responsibility of caring for the children as the means to restrain her husband. Though women’s
confinement to the home was criticized by the New Culturalists as a burden that the oppressive
Confucian patriarchy placed on women, Mrs. Wu is now binding her husband to the home with
the same “shackles,” hence the humor of the story. In this way, the author pokes fun at the
unclear definition of spousal equality in contemporary family discourses through a case of wifely
dominance, reversed gendered division of labor, and gender disparity.
In another instance, a husband’s subordination to his wife and futile attempts to fulfill her
incessant demands are vividly captured by the cartoon series Boss He (何老板 He Laoban)
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(Figure 2). Set against the backdrop of the worldwide economic depression of the 1930s, the
episode opens with Boss He’s effort to take advantage of the price drop in the silk market and
gain his wife Madam Fang’s favor by purchasing a bolt of it. After buying a color that failed to
suit Madam Fang’s liking, Boss He thought of a scheme to dye the silk in Madam Fang’s
preferred hue and then present it to her as brand new merchandise. However, he was not
successful in fooling Madam Fang, who insisted in accompanying him to the store, causing Boss
He’s anxious exclamation, “Aiya! How difficult it is to be a husband!” The characters’ dialogue
accentuates Boss He’s complacency over his ostensibly clever scheme, and Madam Fang’s
officious manner. In addition, the artist successfully illustrates Madam Fang’s position within the
marriage with several visual cues. In both the third and the sixth panels that are juxtaposed
vertically and denote sudden turns of events in the story, Boss He is seen exiting the door with a
worried facial expression, a similarity that was probably intended by the cartoonist to highlight
Boss He’s repeated frustration caused by Madam Fang’s demands. Madam Fang’s stature in
most of the panels is also slightly taller than Boss He and her body postures more commanding
than his, characteristics that seem to defy the conventional visual markers of gender and status in
paintings and photography. The combined result is a caricature of a modern man’s subservient
role in his marriage under his wife’s enhanced authority and fastidious tastes, a phenomenon
resulting from and reflecting the concerns with the new gender and family ideology in the
Republican period. Here, Madam Fang’s consumption behavior is also an example of the
stereotypical view of modern women in this period. Women were often depicted as greedy,
irrational worshippers of trendy consumer goods that depleted the family economy in an age
plagued by the worldwide Great Depression. As a result, in addition to the wife’s strong
personality, the husband in a modern marriage also had to deal with the undesirable effects of
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capitalistic consumerism.
Boss He’s willingness to show his wife affection through gift-giving can also be
understood as a product of the discourse of romantic love in Republican times that gave new
meanings to the gender dynamics in henpecking stories. Although a small number of late
imperial intellectuals (often considered protofeminists by historians) rationalized female jealousy
as natural emotions in polygamous marriages, the idea that a wife’s jealousy or a husband’s fear
of his wife represented genuine love or respect gained wider currency among the Republican
reading public.19 For example, Soy Sauce Poet, one of the regular contributors to The Canton
Miscellany, proudly flaunts his fear of his wife in almost all of his works, exemplified by his
reluctance to disturb her sleep and reliance on his wife for financial assistance.20 Even though
their marriage seems to be traditionally arranged and his wife is portrayed with Confucian
feminine virtues, such as meekness, patience, and diligence in domestic work, Soy Sauce Poet
still evokes the language of love to explain his fear of his wife, “Alas! How could there be any
heavenly principles if I do not love such a [good] wife? From love springs respect and from
respect springs fear, so this is where my fear of my wife is founded.”21 The poet therefore denies
cowardice as the root of his fear but instead speak of love and respect for his virtuous wife as a
natural, heavenly sanctioned result.
While Soy Sauce Poet ascribes the source of his love for his wife to her worthy conduct,
some writers believed that female jealousy or dominance were also acceptable in a modern
19
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marriage as proof of genuine love that required the husbands’ respect in return. In an article titled
Casual Jottings on Henpecking, the author views fear of one’s wife as a natural outcome of love
rather than an expression of reverence for one’s superior in hierarchical relationships such as that
between parents and children or teachers and students. 22 Love is furthermore embraced as a
necessary ingredient for successful marriages by helping to maintain domestic harmony and
turning the marriage into an enjoyable romantic comedy, in which the husband willingly yields
to the charms of his beloved wife. In other words, the author does not see henpecking as the
unnatural reversal of marital hierarchy but highly encourages it as the expression of a husband’s
love for his wife; it substantiates and enriches a relationship now organized around the modern
concept of spousal equality. The reversal of gender roles and the language of love, both of which
were new themes in cartoons, essays, and short stories with henpecking characters, altogether
reveal the impact of new ideological developments that permeated the local popular culture.
These themes, though often conveyed in a lighthearted, humorous tone, surely communicate
some of the artists’ celebration of the new discourses and others’ reservations about their
potential implications for marital relations, including the husbands’ sudden loss of power.

Old Wine in a New Bottle? The Questions of Polygamy and Prostitution in Henpecking Stories
of Republican Guangzhou
Despite the rise of new gender discourses, social reform movements, and marriage and
family legislation, the bulk of the stories with henpecking themes in Republican Guangzhou still
surrounded the conventional battle between a philandering husband and his jealous wife. In these
cases, the wife’s image was often vilified compared to her counterparts analyzed in Section II.
22
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Thus, the following analysis turns to the themes of concubinage and prostitution in henpecking
stories that survived the late imperial period and were repackaged and given new meaning in
Republican Guangzhou. I tease out the ways in which the persistence of these themes and the
conventional images of the husband and the wife were embedded in the social, legal, and
ideological transformations (and their limitations) in the Republican marriage institution and sex
market.
Guangzhou was not only regarded as the “cradle of Chinese revolution,” but also home to
several gender reform movements in the 1920s. These campaigns aimed to eliminate feudal
customs oppressive to women, uplift their political consciousness, and turn them into loyal
citizens of the ruling regime. For example, launched by the municipal government in the late
1920s, the Social Customs Reform targeted various practices that hindered the process of
modernization in the city and ultimately corrupted the entire Chinese people.23 Social practices
that affected women, including concubinage and prostitution, which were condemned for
stripping women of their independent personhood and enslaving them as men’s playthings, made
up half the agenda of the Social Customs Reform Bureau.24 A more extensive effort to combat
the practice of concubinage was launched throughout the country in 1930, when the Civil Code
was promulgated by the Nationalist regime based in Nanjing and identified the taking of
concubines as a legal ground for divorce.25 In addition, the regulation of prostitution continued to
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be an objective in the Guangzhou government’s social reform campaigns throughout the 1920s
and 1930s. Measures to tackle this perceived problem included taxation, licensing, and later
registration and rehabilitation, although many feminists and social commentators openly
disagreed with these official policies.26 Altogether, these gender reform initiatives conveyed the
New Culture rhetoric of gender equality, monogamy, and female emancipation as a means of
national advancement and social progress. They also revealed the desires of the political leaders
and city authorities to promote Guangzhou’s image as the revolutionary capital of China and a
modern metropolis, and win popular support for their sociopolitical agenda.
In spite of the government leaders’ grandiose claims and seeming determination to pursue
gender reform, various factors contributed to their limited success. Reasons given to explain the
causes of social problems such as concubinage and prostitution often wavered between the evil
social institutions that victimized women and women’s own moral deficiency, thereby rendering
the target of reform inconsistent and the measures ineffective.27 As top-ranking officials and
social elites continued to take concubines or frequent brothels, these practices were encouraged
to persist, making abolition impossible.28 The following discussion thus uses the henpecking
stories centering on spousal conflicts over concubinage and prostitution as a case study to
understand popular perceptions of such enduring practices in the contexts of the gender and
social reforms of the 1920s and 1930s.
The majority of the henpecking accounts in Republican Guangzhou followed their late
imperial precedents: they criticized the wife’s dominance over the husband and her
the Civil Code intentionally created a loophole for husbands with concubines to remain unpunished by placing the
offense under the category of adultery instead of bigamy.
26
For an analysis of the changes of official policies regarding prostitution in 1920s and 1930s Guangzhou, see Chin,
Bound to Emancipate, 85-93, 135-140.
27
Ibid., 93.
28
Tran, “Concubines under Modern Chinese Laws,” 36-43. Virgil K. Y. Ho, Understanding Canton: Rethinking
Popular Culture in the Republican Period (Oxford: Oxford University, 2005), 291.
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overpowering jealousy, especially given that she failed to give birth to a son. Such a choice of
focus was evident in Cantonese opera, which reached its height of popularity in the 1920s and
1930s. As an effortless way to create tension in the story, henpecking appears to be a commonly
employed trope in this operatic genre, and a critically acclaimed play titled Poisonous Rose (毒
玫瑰 Du Meigui) and performed by the Cantonese opera superstar Xue Juexian 薛覺先 (19041956) was no exception. Set in the year 1927, Poisonous Rose revolves around the femme fatale
Yang Meigui’s 楊玫瑰 treacherous schemes to destroy women favored by her husband, Li
Boquan 李伯權. In a nutshell, the plot reveals that many years past, Yang Meigui had ordered
the family servant Li Zhongren 利仲仁 to secretly murder the concubine He Yingmei’s 何穎梅
children and send her to an asylum.29 Ironically, Li Boquan continued to live in oblivion and
later took a fancy to a courtesan named White Rose (白玫瑰 Bai Meigui), who is revealed to be
his long lost daughter given birth to by the concubine and saved from death by the loyal servant
Li Zhongren.30 Although the rest of the story focuses on the love triangle between White Rose
and two young male elites—the lawyer Hua Cuihun 華萃魂 and the doctor Chen Chaoming 陳
超明 (who later turns out to be her long lost brother), Yang Meigui’s animosity against White
Rose serves to motivate the plot. For instance, she pretends to consent to her husband’s request
to take White Rose as a concubine, but secretly tries to poison her with a rose bouquet sent by
Doctor Chen.31 Adding to her image as a fierce and evil wife is Yang Meigui’s secret identity as
the female leader of a treasonous Rose Party (玫瑰黨 Meigui Dang) that is plotting against the
government, a detail reflecting the underlying belief inherited from the late imperial period of
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female dominance in the family as an analogy for chaos in the political realm.32 Though situated
in a modern setting, the play in fact adopts familiar themes from the tales of shrewish wives in
earlier periods, as it presents a cautionary tale about the dire consequences of allowing a wife to
control the husband.
Whereas Poisonous Rose posits a dichotomy between good and evil and encourages the
audience to detest the arch villain Yang Meigui, many cartoons also continued the conventional
treatment of shrewish wives by dramatizing their jealousy, and even violence; but, perhaps
reflective of the different medium, they made use of these stock figures to create laughter rather
than melodrama. For instance, the perennial battle between a lustful middle-age teacher who is
dying to take a concubine and his jealous wife constitutes the main thrust of Mr. Taishi (太史先
生 Taishi Xiansheng), a serialized comic strip in the first cartoon magazine of Guangzhou, The
Sketch (pub. 1929-1936). The wife, Mrs. Taishi, can be read as a quintessential virago, not unlike
Yang Meigui and the wives in literary works from earlier periods, as she forbids Mr. Taishi to
take a concubine despite her infertility. Her controlling and violent nature is further manifested
by her punishment for Mr. Taishi, after catching his secret attempts to sleep with the concubine
of the principal of his school (Figure 3). She first forces Mr. Taishi to put his head and arms
under a stool and walk like a field-plowing ox, and then begins to burn his buttocks when he
slows down. In spite of the sheer cruelty of her actions, the artist skillfully combined the graphics
and the text written in the Cantonese dialect to produce a comic effect. For example,
disconnected curves are drawn around Mr. Taishi’s body in order to denote his trembling, while
stars and puffs of air that signify the intensity of Mrs. Taishi’s punishments are placed next to his
buttocks and heels in the last two panels. What is more, Mr. Taishi’s excruciating scream in the
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last panel, in which he addresses Mrs. Taishi as “Your Highness” (皇帝 huangdi, lit. emperor) to
beg for mercy, is perhaps intended to induce laughter from the Cantonese-speaking audience at
Mr. Taishi’s pathetic defeat, for “Your Highness” is a title commonly used by henpecked
husbands for their wives in the local dialect.33 The graphic representations of Mrs. Taishi’s
jealousy and violence therefore serve less to condemn her lack of Confucian feminine qualities
than to renovate and poke fun at the wives’ seemingly perennial battle with their lustful husbands.
The wives’ desperate attempts to monitor and confine their husbands are further
exaggerated and ridiculed in a single-panel work titled, A Bed that Prevents the Husband from
Sleeping Around (Figure 4). Here, a middle-age woman stands next to a coffin-shaped bed made
of hard steel and secured with roofing nails, and stares anxiously into a hole in the bed, where a
man’s face is half-exposed. Wearing a revealing night gown with her arms exposed and her hair
in a fashionable bob, the woman might be trying to emulate the appearance of the Modern Girl in
order to entice her husband, though her age, outfit, and plump body are apparently no match for
the portrait of a young female nude on the wall, which symbolizes the threat of the husband’s
sexual affairs. Most importantly, the bed, shaped like a coffin, reflects the artist’s ironic message
that there is no other way for the wife to tackle the husband’s infidelity other than death. This
symbolic castration is similar to a strategy adopted by shrewish wives in late imperial novels
such as the Marriage Destinies and Vinegar Gourd (醋葫蘆 Cu hulu), in which the husband’s
sexual organ is marked every day as the means to keep his sexual activities in check.34 The use
of coffin as a restraining device may have been even more shocking than the marking of the
husband’s penis, since death is an inauspicious subject matter that people in south China
33
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ordinarily tried to avoid. Whereas a coffin in real life will be removed from the community as
soon as it is sealed, the wife chooses not only to keep the coffin but also sleep next to the
entombed husband, further suggesting her dilemma between putting the husband’s sexual energy
to death once and for all and keeping him as a marriage partner.35 The placement of the coffinshaped bed also stands in contrast to the leather shoes that are thrown on the floor in a haphazard
manner to indicate the husband’s wandering heart and restless spirit. Instead of leaving her
husband home to take care of the chores as the means of exerting control, like what the young
wife in Figure 1 has suggested, this wife seems to be at her wit’s end and can only trap her
husband in the coffin-shaped bed while luring him with her fading charm.
Interestingly, the category of Modern Girl, who was supposedly well-versed in the new
ideologies of female emancipation and spousal equality, usually appears in the form of lovers or
concubines with whom the wives are forced to compete in these stories. A case in point is an
episode in the comic strip Old Master, in which the protagonist treats two of his girlfriends to
watch Cantonese opera and runs out of money to get another ticket for his wife Madam Ma
(Figure 5). Even though Old Master initially pawned his newly sewn long gown to pay for the
show and a late night snack, the unexpected appearances of his girlfriends, one after another,
clearly ruin his plan and force him to forfeit all his money in order to demonstrate his generosity.
Wearing a bobbed hairstyle, qipao dresses, and high heels, Old Master’s girlfriends are clearly
styled as Modern Girls, and their behavior further affirms this identification. These two women’s
expertise in dealing with men suggests the advent of a new dating culture as the prelude for
modern marriages. In his study of American modern women in the early twentieth century,
Joshua Zeitz suggests that along with urbanization and women’s entry into the workforce
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emerged a new system of romance and sexuality in which working women who enjoyed greater
social freedom but could hardly make ends meet would go on dates and carefully calculate the
degree of intimacy needed in return for the men’s treating.36 The episode of Old Master reflects a
similar change in the gender relations of Republican China, where men were expected to pursue
their romantic interests before the marriage and treat them on dates in order to demonstrate their
modernity and sincerity. What makes Old Master’s liaison with his girlfriends different from the
American example, however, is his marital status and the long history of concubinage in China.
In other words, readers are encouraged to view the girlfriends of Old Master as potential
concubines, a fact that builds up tension and drama by evoking the classic trope of wifely
jealousy. Entering into the scene in the same way as the two girlfriends, Madam Ma actually
stands in contrast to the two women in her traditional garments and shorter stature because of her
flat shoes. Moreover, even though she is clearly entitled to be treated by Old Master, Madam Ma
is deprived of this privilege thanks to her two competitors and the new dating culture in which
Old Master is forced to participate in order to win their favor. The new gender ideologies that
were supposedly intended to grant women additional freedom and empowerment, therefore,
failed to deliver their promise to wives like Madam Ma, who still had no better way to deal with
the threats in their marriage than to twist husbands’ ears and verbally forbid them to fool around.
In these wives’ opinion, and, as implicit in the humorous treatment of the subject by cartoon
artists, many modern men may have agreed, the Modern Girls were essentially no different from
concubines or courtesans.
Though most of the henpecking stories in Republican Guangzhou, like the literature of
late imperial times, continued to portray wives’ jealousy in the face of concubinage and
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prostitution, one can detect the influence of governmental reform upon these portrayals, which
further enhanced the humor. For instance, in another episode of Old Master, the protagonist, who
is constantly sneaking out of his house to escape the watchful eyes of his wife and fool around
with other women, spots a middle-age prostitute on the street and finds her quite attractive
(Figure 6). When he brings the prostitute to a hotel room, she turns out to be Madam Ma in
disguise, who is furious about his previous denials of sexual liaisons with prostitutes. Curiously,
in the fifth panel, in which Madam Ma dresses herself as a prostitute and awaits her lascivious
husband on the street, the artist places an advertisement for gonorrhea pills on the background
wall. The insertion of this advertisement into the visual field shows the artists’ awareness of the
anti-prostitution reformist discourse in modern China that associated sex-workers with venereal
diseases and moral contamination against the progress of the local citizenry.37 During this period,
drug advertisements commonly featured erotic images of female bodies. While some of the
images, such as the ones discussed in Ruth Rogaski’s study of Republican Tianjin, were intended
to display women’s bodies as objects of beauty and health, others, echoing slogans in the antiprostitution campaign, may have served to remind readers of the unclean sexuality of the
prostitutes.38 Since both types of imagery contained commercial values, the good and the “evil”
women would continue to be conflated in the advertising culture. In addition to Old Master’s lust
and lack of discernment, the unclear definitions of good women and prostitutes based on their
outward appearance might have also become the objects of the artists’ mockery in Figure 5, since
Madam Ma’s ruse blurred the boundary between moral uprightness and immorality.
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Conclusion
The henpecking stories that were widely circulated in Republican-era Guangzhou
constitute a field onto which different visions for gender and family from the past and present
were proffered or ridiculed. On one hand, Confucian gender norms that disapproved of female
dominance and men’s sexual abandon and cowardice left a lasting impact upon accounts of
henpecked husbands in Republican times. On the other hand, visual and textual representations
of henpecking stories on Republican Guangzhou were also enriched by new concepts of gender
equality, monogamy and the conjugal family, and social reform on concubinage and prostitution
advocated by New Cultural intellectuals and local political authorities. In addition to these newly
emerged notions, modern media such as cartoons, advertisements, and newspaper essays served
to complicate discourse on modern marriage by employing the henpecking theme and, in some
cases, imagery of female bodies for entertainment and commercial purposes. As a result, one
must caution against interpreting the new themes, such as gender role inversion and the language
of love as a justification for female jealousy, as an indication of progress in the female rights
movement in the Republican era, keeping in mind that the bulk of henpecking stories drew on
themes and ideologies from earlier times and were influenced by a pervasive consumer culture
that regarded women as both objects of desire and a threats to social progress. Instead of evoking
the tradition/modernity binary, which does not do justice to the persistence of certain motifs and
underlying messages in these stories, I suggest reading these accounts as the authors’ attempts to
make sense of and negotiate their identities in the changing environment of Republican
Guangzhou. Their works are as much a response to women’s seemingly increasing strength and
initiatives at the time as to the modernization processes in the city.
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Figure 1
Huang Huanniao 黃幻鳥, “The Strategy of Controlling Husbands,” Guohua bao,
April 18, 1936: 4.2.
(Humorous Talk, Humorous Drawing- illustrated by Huang Huanniao)
(No. 583

The Strategy of Controlling Husbands)

Mrs. Wang said, “I have always admired your expertise in the strategy of controlling
husbands. When you go out, is there any way to control your husband?” Mrs. Wu answered,
“That is very easy. All I need to do is to leave my children home, and let him take care of them!”
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Figure 2

Bai Yunlong 白雲龍, “Boss He,” Guohua bao, October 14, 1935: 1.4.

1. (Boss He) With the current depressed market, the price of silk this has dropped
dramatically!
(Madam Fang) Go and buy a bolt of fabric for me then!
2. (Beauty Silk Shop)
(Boss He) This bolt of luxurious fabric must catch your fancy!
(Madam Fang) I don’t like indigo. Get a bolt in blue instead!
3. I don’t have money to buy another bolt, and there is no exchange after purchase for the
silk. But I still have to curry favor with her. What should I do?
4. Fortunately, I’ve hit upon an ingenuous idea! Indigo comes from blue, so if I dye it blue,
I can hide it from her for sure!
5. (Boss He) I think you should be very satisfied this time!
(Madam Fang) You idiot! This is an old bolt of silk dyed another color. Can’t you see
that?
6. (Madam Fang) I will go with you and have a talk with the shop!
(Boss He) Aiya! It is not easy to be a husband!
1. （何老板）在不景氣籠罩下的市場，今年綢緞又大跌價了！
（方氏）那麼，你替我剪套衣料回來吧！
2. （美麗綢緞）
（何老板）這襲華貴衣料，想你一定歡喜的！
（方氏）蟹青色我不合意，另買藍色的回來吧！
3. 再買沒有錢，綢緞出門不換，又要博她的歡心，叫我如何是好？
4. 僥倖想出這條妙計，青出於藍，翻染藍色一定瞞得過她！
5. （何老板）這回想你沒有不滿意了！
（方氏）你真蠢才！這是翻染舊東西，還看不出麼？
6. （方氏）我要和你去向他辦個交涉！
（何老板）啊呀！做丈夫真不容易！
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Figure 3

Ye Yinquan 葉因泉, “Mr. Taishi,” Banjiao manhua [The Sketch], p. 7.

1. Aiya! When did you come here? I don’t dare [to do it] any more, Your Highness! Let go
of me! Please stop hitting me!
2. Sister, do not be afraid. I have got him under control. If this rascal dares to approach you,
I will have his hide.
3. Hey, A’zhen, what a great help you are! You have sweet-talked him so convincingly!
Mrs. Taishi will punish him tonight for sure.
4. (Mrs. Taishi) Let me lock the door before I take your hide. You have always (lied to?)
me and fooled around.
(Mr. Taishi) Oh no! How could this happen to me? It must be the principal who told
her…
5. You are so fickle (?)! You won’t know what death means unless you go through
hardships. You will know when you pretend to be a field-plowing ox. Hurry up and act
like an ox plowing the fields! Keep moving! [How come] you stopped moving? I will
burn you with a stick of firewood.
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6. (Mr. Taishi) This is too painful, Your Highness! You are burning my butt! I can’t move
anymore!
(Mrs. Taishi) If I don’t burn your butt, [people] might think that I am overindulging you.
1. 哎吔，乜你幾時來左呢處㗎？唔敢咯皇帝，饒過我啦，唔好打咯
2. 大姐，唔駛慌咧，我管著佢咯，個死佬竟（？）敢來揾（？）你，我就揃左
佢層皮
3. 吓，阿碪，你真係幫得手，（口＋泵）得佢似模似樣，太史婆今晚梗泡製佢
定嚹
4. （太史婆）等我閂實度門至來碌你層皮，成日瞞我去攪三攪四
5. （太史先生）衰晒，乜咁撞板咁嚹喂，梗係校長講⋯⋯
6. 你咁生心，未辛苦過唔知死，要你做下牛至知道，快的做牛耕田呀，走嚹嗎，
唔走呀，我揾柴燒你
7. （太史先生）好辛苦呀皇帝，你燒到我個屎忽都爛晒咯，我走唔郁咯
8. （太史婆）唔燒爛你個屎忽，都唔知以為我唔知幾上味你
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Figure 4
Honghai 宏海, “A Bed that Prevents the Husband from Sleeping Around,”
Banjiao manhua 105 (September 23, 1933), p. 2.
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Figure 5

Huang Huanniao and Yiren, “Old Master,” Guohua bao, January 20, 1936: 1.4.

1. (Pawn shop)
The newly sewn long gown was pawned only for four and a half silver dollars and just
enough for a show at the Haizhu Great Theater and a late night snack.
2. Old Master, what a coincidence! Are you going to treat me to the show?
3. I can’t be stingy in front of my girlfriend. Excuse me, one more ticket please!
4. Old Master, it is better to meet by coincidence than with formal invitation. Tonight you
should treat me to the show, should you not?
5. It is true that one misfortune invites another. Excuse me, one more ticket!
6. Buy a ticket for me!
7. Go and buy it yourself. I just spent all my money!
8. You have money to treat your girlfriends but not me? Nonsense! Are you blaming me for
getting in your way (?)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

（押）新做一件長袍只當四洋半，僅夠今晚去海珠大舞台和一餐消夜
老夫子，巧極了，請看戲嗎？
在女朋友面前不好認衰公，夥計，再要一張票！
老夫子，相請不如偶遇，今晚你該請看戲了？
真正倒霉接一連二，夥計再要一張！
買張票給我！
你自己買吧，我的錢剛剛用光！
請女朋友有錢，買票給我冇錢，豈有此理，嫌我看住馬腳嗎？
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Figure 6
1.4.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Huang Huanniao and Yiren 毅人, “Old Master,” Guohua bao, February 6, 1936:

(Madam Ma) Every night you lie to me that you are going to a friend’s to play mahjong,
but A’Lu told me that you are actually sleeping with prostitutes. You are getting foolish
in your old age!
(Old Master) Nonsense! What kind of evidence do you have?
(Madam Ma) I haven’t seen anything with my own eyes, so I can’t argue with you.
Forget it!
(Old Master) Why do you have to blame me for everything? How can you falsely accuse
me with a one-sided statement?
With nothing but my clever tongue, I have gotten around the Tigress! From now on, I
have nothing to fear anymore!
This [prostitute] is a little older but still retains her charm. I must try!
(Hotel)
This time can you fool me again?
1. （馬氏）你晚晚都騙我說去朋友處打牌，阿陸告訴我其實是去宿娼，你越老
越糊塗了！
2. （老夫子）胡說！有什麼證據？
3. （馬氏）我沒親眼看見，辯你不過，算數吧！
4. （老夫子）何用算頭算尾，只據一面之辭，怎可誣人入罪
5. 只憑三寸不爛之舌，雌老虎沒奈我何，此後老子有恃無恐了！
6. 這個雖然徐娘半老，但是丰韻猶存，倒要試試
7. （客棧）
8. 這回還賴得過我麼？
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